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Abstract. In the last few years, football betting had known a large expansion in the world, using different ways to try to guess and predict
the unknown in the sport. Every time, people try to prognosticate the
results of matches using probabilistic, statistic and other methods to
get the maximum benefits, especially with the emerging of betting websites. In this paper, we present an alternative approach, to state of the
art probabilistic models, based on Partial Least Square Path Modeling
(PLS-PM). We first show that the simple PLS model containing only
statistical resources about each team are efficient to predict the team
ranking at d+1 and this gives a state of the art prediction of match
outcomes. We then take advantage of PLS ability of integrating complex
and heterogeneous data to reach a practical model by including textual
data, taken from tweets related to teams, that we previously classify by
polarity using robust sentiment analysis in multiple languages. Another
learning of our experiment is the role of the inner model in PLS when
used for prediction purpose. Unlikely Bayesian networks, the latent variable used in the prediction need to be deeply inside the inner model
and not considered as marginal outcomes, this to allow back and forth
retro-propagation from multiple types of data. The main purpose of our
work is to show that PLS-PM can be surprisingly efficient in predicting
tournament outcomes for which temporal statistics and social network
data are available if inference is based on central inner latent variables.
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Introduction

Football is one of the most famous sport in the world, where betting on results is
very popular. But it is not as easy as it looks, because even the football experts
are not expert in prognostication as shown by [3]. Almost all systems and offices
of betting use the probabilistic model to calculate odds linked to each part of
bet. [5] gives in “Statistica Neerlandica”, an example how scores are obtained
using Poisson goals distribution. We want to prove, by these experiments, that
probabilistic model is not the only way that allows to get efficient prognostications and intend to explore if a betting system based on correlation analysis of
multiple and sparse data can be improved using different Partial Least Squares
??
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Path Modeling (PLS-PM). The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
First we present a simple model, based only on the ranking of teams. Then, we
will use a model based on a few variables before combining these two solutions,
and we will compare it with a probabilistic model, which is the rating used in
different sport betting game. Finally, we will try to improve our PLS-PM model
using text mining over twitter. Our work focus on on the leagues of France
“League 1”, England “Premier League”, Spain “La Liga”, and Italy “Serie A”,
each league is composed by 20 teams, and data for the first experimentation
were obtained from the 14th, until the 23rd day of the league, and from the last
6 days for the model that contains textual data.
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PLS-PM models

PLS-PM is a statistical method that allows studying and modeling complex relationships between observed (manifest) and latent variables. Data is analyzed like
a structure made of blocks of manifest variables, and each block is summarized
by a latent variable. This approach was developed by Herman WOLD during
the 70s of the last century, when he presented PLS for the first time in 1979.
But its popularity just started recently to increase in different domains. PLS-PM
is formally represented by two sets of linear equation, the inner model and the
outer one. The first model represents the relationships between latent variables,
while the other model represents the relationships between a latent variable and
its manifest variables. PLS-PM is a way to estimate parameters, it is used to
find complex linear regressions, based on the latent and manifest variables, by
calculating the solution of the general underlying model of multivariate PLS.
For more details on how to manipulate manifest variables and these relations
we refer the reader to [1] and [7]. We try to use different models to demonstrate
the ability of PLS-PM concerning prognostication on football games. By these
experiments we want to find the success indicator (SI) of each team. This will
allow us to compare two teams and then, prognosticate which one will win. We
tried to combine in one hand the method used in [6] based on simple statistics
concerning number of goals scored and conceded, and on the other hand, the
method used in [5], where he makes the difference between matches played at
home and away. This way, we had to duplicate our PLS-PM model, in order to
calculate both at home and away SI. Before starting, let us show you the type of
data that we use, it is a table containing information for each team (in table 1).
Table 1. Resume of the 23rd day of league 1
Team
GSH GSA PSH PSA GCH GCA PCH
PSG
35
19 1.00 0.91 -5
-10 0.67
ASMonaco 19
19 0.91 0.92 -6
-10 0.54
Lille
16
8
0.91 0.50 -6
-8
0.64

PCA WH WA Rank
0.27 9
7
20
0.42 8
6
19
0.58 8
4
18
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This table shows some statistics on the top 3 ranked teams, collected after crawling and scraping some football websites.
GS (H/A): Number of goals scored at home (H) or away (A).
PS (H/A): Percentage of game where the team scored goal(s).
GC (H/A): Number of goals conceded.
PC (H/A): Percentage of game where the team conceded goal(s).
WM (H/A): Number of won games.
2.1

Model based on Ranking

We started by an inner model that contains three latent variables: Attack, Defense, and Success. This first experiment consists in realizing a baseline model,
including only the ranking of the league as a manifest variable, which reflects
the latent variable Success (as shown in figure 1). Keep in mind that we used
that model twice respectively for away and at home Success Index (SI).

Fig. 1. Simple model based on Rank

Figure 1 represents the relation that exists between Attack, Defense, and Success, and our model is based on how each variable impacts other variables, so
we can express our model in the following equation.
Successrank = f (Attack, Defense)
2.2

Model based on won matches

In this second experiment, we replaced the variable Ranking, by other latent
variables like number of wins (as shown in figure 2).

Fig. 2. Simple model based on number of won matches

In figure 2, Success is based this time on number of won games, so we can
express it like:
Successwon = f (Attack, Defense)
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2.3

Model based on Ranking and won matches

The next experiment consists in mixing the previous models, to get this PLS-PM
model (as described in figure 3):

Fig. 3. PLS-PM model based on number of won matches and Rank

Success(rank,won) = f (Attack, Defense)
In each experiment, we used our results to verify the efficiency of the model, by
prognosticating the results of matches, and we got results that gives the number
of the right prognostication in ten games by day (figure 4).

Fig. 4. Comparison between the previous models

Figure 4 compares the number of matches prognosticated by each model, from
the 15th week, until the 26th one, it shows how, by using the model that combines
ranking and won games, the number of correct matches prognosticated is greater
than using models separately.
Success dayi (WM + Rank) ≥ M ax(Success dayi (WM), Success dayi (Rank))
As an interesting result it should be important to notice that the lowest values
of correct matches prognosticated in one day is mostly due to the abundance
of draws, which are difficult to predict (e.g. 22nd week, there were 5 draws,
which explain that our model predicted only 2 matches). So, we see that we can
improve our prognostications by adding more manifest variables, such as number
of points obtained in the last matches, as well as systems and websites of betting
do based on previous matches.
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Probabilistic model

Betting systems consider three values for each bet as it is represented in the
following table (in table 2). Here, we consider the prognostication true if the
result was a victory for Monaco, (1) means victory of the host team, because it
had the highest probability of winning, but unluckily, this prognostication was
false because the game finished by a draw which its odd was 3.34. Conversely,
the prognostication in the second example was true, because Lyon, which has
the lowest odd, won that game. So we had follow this way to calculate the results
of other matches.
Table 2. Example for probabilistic model based on Odds
Host
Result Visitor (1) (x) (2)
Monaco 1 - 1
Lille 1.88 3.34 4.35
Nice
0 - 1 Lyon 4.48 3.54 1.82

(1): Host wins, (x): Draw, (2): visitor wins
Notice that odds are the inverse of probabilities values.
Odds =

1
, ω ∈ Ω{1, x, 2}
p(ω)

Fig. 5. Comparison between PLS-PM and probabilistic model

Figure 5 compares the probabilistic model, which is the state of the art, with our
last PLS-PM model which assembles ranking and number of games won. These
statistics between each model, prove how our PLS-PM model as efficient as the
probabilistic model.
2.5

PLSPM with Twitter

The most interesting feature in PLS-PM, is that it can deal we a large variety
of heterogeneous variables, provided that the correct model is set. Our next experiment consists in adding textual data in the model. As example we took the
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reputation of each team on twitter, using twitteR package. It allows to collect
tweets concerning each team. Then we used sentiment package in order to perform a 3-valued (positive, negative and neutral classes) polarity classification of
these tweets using multiple languages opinion lexicon [2] [4]. As we mentioned,
the difficulty relies in setting the correct model. For example, in a first trial we
used a model which considers the reputation of a team as an element of its success (as described in figure 6). This first model downgraded all results as shown
in (table 3).

Fig. 6. The importance of choosing the right sense of relation between variables
Table 3. Result of wrong Model
Team
Success H Success A
PSG
-1.7766
-1.7766
ASMonaco 0.8521
0.8521
Lille
-0.7359
-0.7359
OM
-0.3059
-0.3059
StdReims
2.2199
2.2199

In fact, it is not the reputation which affects success, but the opposite, so we
changed the path matrix of the last model as described in figure 6.

Success = f (Attack, Defense)
Success = f −1 (Reputation)
By next, we compared the result obtained by the probabilistic model with the
improved PLS-PM model, and both are closer (table 4).
Figure 7 summarizes the last table, where we see that the difference between
the number of matches predicted by probabilistic model, and PLS-PM model
including text data (Twitter) is only 1 match in a total of 240, and 9 matches
more than our basic PLS-PM model. This is an encouraging result, knowing that
Probabilistic model, based on Poisson distribution, has a high performance of
prediction because it integrates time series.
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Table 4. Number of match predicted by each model

FR

ES

EN

IT

Games Results of matches
70
1 - 30
70
N - 19
70
2 - 21
60
1 - 29
60
N - 16
60
2 - 15
50
1 - 23
50
N-8
50
2 - 19
60
1 - 29
60
N - 12
60
2 - 19

Model
Predictions %
Probability
38
0,54
PLSPM
33
0,47
Twitter
37
0,53
Probability
30
0,50
PLSPM
28
0,47
Twitter
28
0,47
Probability
30
0,60
PLSPM
27
0,54
Twitter
29
0,58
Probability
35
0,58
PLSPM
36
0,60
Twitter
38
0,63

Fig. 7. Percentage of match predicted by each model

The most important thing to notice, concerning PLS-PM model including text
data, is that it improves the number of predicted drawn matches, and this is
what explains how it outperforms PSL-PM basic model, especially in the case
of teams with similar rankings. The method considering that a game will finish
by a draw is resumed in the next formula :
Draw ⇔ kSuccess at Home–Success Awayk ≤ 0.02
Tweets give in fact the latest information concerning one team like when a player
has been being injured, or excluded and would not play next game. In addition,
it is significant to know if a team is well supported or not, or it is in a good
financial situation.
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PLS-PM and Bootstrapping

Our last experiment consisted in comparing 3 PLS-PM models (as described in
figure 8), where we applied the bootstrapping method to obtain information
about the variability of our different estimated variables.

Fig. 8. Different models used

For that, we used in our model, in a first time, only variables containing the
probability of winning for each team in such game. Then we repeated the same
experiment by introducing variables containing this time the success of every
team. Finally we mixed those models considering both variables. We applied
those model on a collection composed of a variety of 240 games played this
season in English premier league from the eleventh days, until the thirtieth one
(table 5). We ignored the ten first days because the amount of data is not
sufficient to compute success by using PLS-PM, so the results during those first
journeys were not reliable to estimate the effectiveness of the model.
Table 5. Extract showing the kind of data we used in this experimentation
Team1
WestHam
WBA
Swansea
Sunderland
Norwich
Liverpool

Suc1 Prob1
Team2
Suc2 Prob2 Day Result
-1.2342 1.94
Cardiff
-0.3484 4.02 11
1
-0.4313 2.29 Southampton 0.7968 3.12 11
-1
-0.8592 4.37
ManUtd
0.7436 1.86 11
-1
-1.0079 2.21
Fulham
-0.4017 3.30 11
-1
-0.3735 3.17
Everton
1.03976 2.31 11
0
1.4007 1.39
Stoke
-0.82890 8.67 11
1
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Table 5 represents success at home (Suc1) and away (Suc2), we computed before,
by applying the PLS-PM model and the probability of winning that match. The
variable Result equals 1 when the receptor won, 0 when the match finished by
a draw, and -1 when the visitor won. By validating our model using bootstrapping, we got the following results of model respectively based on probability, on
success, and on both of them:
Table 6. Results of Bootstrapping
Model
Original Mean.Boot Std.Error perc.025 perc.975
Probability
0.2155
0.2271
0.0456
0.1363
0.3158
PLS-PM
0.3384
0.3467
0.0465
0.2514
0.4171
Probability + PLS-PM 0.3010
0.3133
0.0463
0.2186
0.4011

As we can see in table 6, the lowest original value of R square obtained, depending
on result, is when we used probability (21%), it means that the performance of
the model based on probability is low. Poisson distribution depends on short
term time periods and in this experiment, it loses its advantage, because we
considered a long duration. Therefore, when considering the overall performance
of a team over long periods, highest values of original R square rely on the success
scores based on PLS-PM model.

4

Conclusion

Thanks to our different experimentations, we have shown that PLS-PM is a efficient method for prediction and prognostication. Starting by choosing the good
Latent and manifest variables, then creating adequate relations between those
variables, allowed us to get a model very close to the probabilistic one, which
is considered to be the highest performance model in the state of the art. The
main interest of PLS-PM is that we are able to introduce heterogeneous data
in our model, and that is what permitted us to predict some draws by adding
text data extracted from twitter. Draw case is very difficult, even the probabilistic model is not able to properly predict this kind of result. Our investigations
showed that we cannot reach a good result without a lot of information. Nevertheless, such a result is known to be the weak point of PSL-PM, and we clearly
observed it when we were not able to predict any match before the 10th journey. It means that, due to the lack of data, we could not predict 100 games.
But even the probabilistic model has the same problem, despite that it does not
need such an important mass of data as PLS-PM to predict games. There is a
room of improvement in our results, and we intend to exceed the performance
of probabilistic model as future work by trying to include more information that
influences a football game to see how much game we can predict properly.
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